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Abstract

A Renaissance-era encyclopedia compiled b y Fray Bernardino de

Sahagun and his research group of elite native scholars from the Royal
College of the Hol y Cross, Tlatelolco , Valley of Mexico , provides new
information on the slender-billed grackle (Quiscalus palustris ), a bird that
disappeared befor e modern field studies of it could be made. In sixteenth century Mexico, this grackle nested in emergent aquatic vegetation and in
towns. It was abundant , went around in flocks, and did great damage in the
maize crop. Although normall y not eaten by humans, it was exploited for its
feathers and sacrificed to the Aztec fire god . The slender-billed grackle
inhabited both the Valley of Mexico and the Valley of Toluca. It was found
in marshes, but the degree to which it was dependent on marsh habitats is
unknown. Edward Alphonso Goldman, who saw living slender-billed grackles
in the field , declined to call this bird a marsh specialist . Three records exist
of slender-billed grackles and great-tailed grackle s (Quiscalus mexicanus )
inhabiting the same localit y during the same time period . The author
recommends that searches for this grackle be expanded to include non -marsh
habitats and areas outside its known historical range.
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Introduction
Among the many birds collected by E.W. Nelson and E.A. Goldman during
their epic explorations of Mexico was a slim, medium -sized grackle from the
Mesa Central. Eight individuals of this endemic spe cies, the slender -billed
grackle (Quiscalus palustris ), were taken by Goldman near Lerma on the 5 t h
of Jul y 1904 (Dickerman 1965).
Nelson and Goldman, however, were not the first researchers to find this
bird. On the contrary, they were among the last, f or soon after their
encounter with it the slender -bill disappeared and many ornithologists now
believe it to be extinct (Brooks 2000). Because this bird vanished before
studies could be made, almost nothing today is known of its habits and
ecology. What little is known consists of a few published observations (e.g.
Swainson 1827, 1838) and much speculation (e.g. Hardy 1967).
Yet, there is at least one source of information about the slender -billed
grackle that remains untapped by researchers. That source is the General
History of the Things of New Spain (hereafter called the General History ), a
renaissance-era encyclopedia compiled in the 16 t h century by Fray Bernardino
de Sahagun and his research group of elite native scholars from the Royal
College of t he Hol y Cross in Tlatelolco (now part of Mexico Cit y).
The General History preserves information on a wide variet y of topics,
including fragments of indigenous knowledge about Mexican birds. Some of
this information dates fro m the pre-Hispanic period ( Haemig 1978). The
slender-billed grackle, known by the names tzánatl and acatzánatl (Martin del
Campo 1940; Sahagun B de ([1577] 1963) , is mentioned in several parts of
the General History. It was such a common and familiar bird to the ancient
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Mexicans that they used it as a yardstick to describe the sizes of other bird
species (Sahagun B de ([1577] 1963).
A copy of the General History that Sahagun must have considered as final
and complete, resides today in the collection of the Biblioteca Medicea Lorenziano in Florence, Ital y (Sahagun [1577] 1979). This manuscript,
known as the Florentine Codex, is the copy of the General History most
widel y used by researchers and the one which I will cite and quote here.
In the present study, I integrate Mexican indigen ous knowledge from the
General History with that of modern ornithological literature to produce a
critical review of slender-billed grackle ecolog y and ethnobiology. In the
appendix, I conduct new anal yses of the descriptions of grackles in the
General History and confirm that the aforementioned identifications are
correct.

Food habits, abundance and behavior
The slender-billed grackle was an omnivore. It preyed “especiall y upon
maize, worms, and the small insects which fl y” (Sahagun [1577] 1963, p. 50) .
Like other members of the genus Quiscalus, slender-bills occurred “in flocks”
(Swainson 1827, p. 437). “There are many, and they walk in flocks” (Sahagun
[1577] 1988, p. 711).

Habitats
There are records of slender -billed grackles from 3 habitats: wetla nds,
cultivated plots and human settlements.
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Wetlands: Swainson (1827, p. 437) wrote that the slender-billed grackle
inhabited “marshes and borders of the lakes.” Emergent aquatic ve getation
was used for nesting: “They dwell among the re eds; among the reeds they
hatch” (Sahagun [1577] 1963, p. 50).
Cultivated plots : “They eat maize. They do great damage in it” (Sahagun
[1577] 1988, p. 711).
Human settlement s: During the sixteenth century, both the slender -billed
grackle and the great -tailed grackle (Quiscalus mexicanus ) were reported to
breed “in the towns” of New Spain (Sahagun [1577] 1988, p. 690).

Comments: It is frequentl y asserted that the slender -billed grackle was so
specialized in its habitat preferences that it was restricted to marshes (e.g.
Paynter 1968). Christensen (2000) has even claimed that, “Historicall y, Q.
palustris was confined to a single marsh.”
The idea that palustris was a marsh specialist may be correct, but I have
not been able to find any documentation for it. I am therefore curious to know
how the innocent statements of 19 t h century collectors that palustris
“inhabited marshes” were transformed into the extreme view that this species
was “restricted to marshes.” It is as though a grackle has been changed into a
rail.
All species of the grackle genus Quiscalus have been reported to inhabit
marshes and to nest in emergent aquatic vegetation (Jarmillo and Burke 1999 ;
Johnson and Peer 2001 ). However, they vary greatl y in the degree to which
they do so. Some (e.g. Q. major, Q. nicaraguensis) seem more tied to
marshes than others (e.g. Q. mexicanus, Q. quiscula). Yet, even the latter
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species show some attraction to marshes and at times nest in emergent aquatic
vegetation like the former species. In addition, the species that associate
most strongl y with marshes and emergent aquatic vegetation sometimes nest
away from marshes, just like the species less a ssociated with marshes. Thus,
while the various Quiscalus species all associate with marshes, they can be
placed along a gradient of marsh dependence, with the more dependent
species toward one end and the less dependent species toward the other end.
Where along this gradient should we place the slender -billed grackle? Were
marshes this bird’s onl y habitat, or simply its last-known refuge before
disappearance? I don’t think we have enough information at this point to
answer these questions. Those who argue for mars h specialization and
restriction are asserting that this species was the m ost extreme member of its
genus. Since we know so little about palustris , is such an assumption
reasonable? Even the Nicaraguan grackle (Q. nicaraguensis) and boat-tailed
grackle (Q. major) use habitats other than marshes (Post et al. 1996, Stiles
and Skutch 1989; Jaramillo and Burke 1999 ).
The texts of the General History cited above report that the slender-billed
grackle nested not onl y in marshes, but also in to wns and foraged in
cultivated plots. These observations do not refute the hypothesis that slender bills were marsh specialists , since many towns and cultivated plots of ancient
Mexico were built in marshes. Furthermore, we do not know if slender -bills
increased their breeding success by nesting in towns, or survived better by
feeding in cultivated plots. It is always possible that these other habitats
were population sinks.
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Nevertheless, the 16 t h Century observations of slender -billed grackles
nesting in towns and foraging in cultivated plots suggest an alternate
hypothesis: that this species was not as dependent on marshes as cur rentl y
assumed and that it had adapted to a certain degree to the urban and
agricultural environments of pre -Hispanic and earl y Spanish Mexico. And if
this were true, it would not be surprising, since all of its congeners seem to
prosper and increase with some forms of urban and agricultural development
(Jarmillo and Burke 1999; Wehtje 2003). Furthermore, the bird seems to have
evolved on the Mesa Central and lived in sympatry there with various preHispanic human cultures for thousands of years, and so may have had ample
time to adapt as civilization graduall y evolved in the Mesoamerican
Highlands.
It may be significant that E.A. Goldman, who saw living slender -billed
grackles near Lerma, declined to call this bird a marsh specialist. In his list
of Mexican birds of the Upper Austral Life Zone, Goldman (1951) described
the habitat and range of the rail Rallus longirostris tenuirostris as “marshes
in high valleys of state of Mexico.” To those who believe the slender -billed
grackle was a marsh specialist , this would also seem like a perfect description
of Quiscalus palustris . Yet, when Goldman added the slender -billed grackle
to the same list, he did not write a similar description for it. He simpl y wrote
“México” [i.e. the state of Mexico] without mentioni ng any habitat. Since
Swainson (1827) had previousl y described the habitats of the slender -billed
grackle as “marshes and borders of the lakes,” we must ask what led Goldman
to refrain from doing the same. Had Goldman, during his Mexican fieldwork,
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observed that the range of habitats used by the slender-billed grackle was
broader than Swainson’s collector William Bullock had noted?

Interactions with humans
The slender-billed grackle interacted in many ways with the human
population that shared its enviro nment. We have already mentioned that
slender-bills ate maize and did great damage in it. However, their relationship
with humans was complex, for the latter also exploited these birds.
The Aztecs used the feathers of the slender -billed grackle to make th e basic
black outlines seen in their featherwork (Sahagun [1577] 1959, p. 95) . One
specific example mentioned in the General History was the blue parrot
feather shirt with “wavy lines in grackle feathers” (Sahagun [1577] 1959, p.
89).
The Aztecs also s acrificed slender -billed grackles in religious rituals.
During the month of Izcalli, the Aztecs captured many kinds of animals from
their local marshes and at dawn threw them into ritual fires as sacrifices to
their fire god Xiuhtecutli. An account of t hese ceremonies from Tlatelolco
(Sahagun [1577] 1988, pp. 173) , during the reign of Aztec Emperor
Montezuma II (1502-1520) (Sahagun [1577] 1981, p. 164), specificall y
mentions both slender-billed grackles and great -tailed grackles ( Quiscalus
mexicanus) being thrown into the ritual fires (Sahagun [1577] 1981, p. 159 160):
“Upon the tenth day of Izcalli, tamales stuffed with greens were
eaten. It was maintained, it was said: “Our father, the fire, roasteth
[food] for himself.” They set up his image; it was onl y a framework
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[of wood] which they made. They gave it a mask. His mask was
made of green stone horizontall y striped with turquoise. It was
very awesome; much did it gleam; it was as if it shone; it cast much
brilliance.
“And they fitted upon its head a quetzal feather crown, quite
narrow at the bottom, large enough to fit around the head. The
quetzal feathers were outspread. And there were two head -firedrills; they became as his horns, they were on two sides. And the
head-fire-drills both had quetzal feather vases. And to the base of
the quetzal feather crown was sewn yellow hair. Very even was the
head trimming; very even was the hair cut. His lordl y hair fell to
his loins. Very evenly was his head trimmed, his hair cut. And
when they put it on h im, it was veril y like his [own] hair.
“And they dressed him in a cape of quetzal feathers, replete with
quetzal feathers. Very far did it lie dragging; it was dragging a
great deal on the ground. The wind penetrated it; it was as if it kept
raising it up; it was as if it glittered, it was as if it gleamed.
“And his mat was an ocelot skin; the ocelot skin mat lay with its
paws extended; in the same way its head lay f ace down. And this
[image of] Xiuhtecutli was before a brazier. At midnight [the priest]
used the fire drill [to make a fire]. And when a flame fell,
thereupon he blew upon it; then he made the fire.
“And when the fire had been made, when it was dawn, when it
grew bright on the land, then there ranged themselves, there came
first the youths , the small boys; they were giving the old men the
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snakes which they had caught. The old men were spread about
taking them from [the boys]. They were spread about casting them
into the fire. And everything, whatever anyone had captured – all
the birds, acatzánatl [slender-billed grackle], teotzánatl [greattailed grackle], acatechichictli [possibl y pied-billed grebe
Podilymbus podiceps ], all the various birds, and salamanders, large
lizards, long-tailed lizards, thick dark fish, thick white fish, small
white fish, shrimps, frogs, dragonfl y larvae – all of them they were
spread about casting into the fire.”
The Spanish text of the Florentine Codex adds that the grackles and other
animals sacrificed in this account were not bought in the market, but were
hunted the day before by the youths and small boys mentioned in the text
(Sahagun [1577] 1988, pp. 171 -172). A 16 t h century map of the Valley of
Mexico made at the Royal College of the Hol y Cross in Tlatelolco, and now
preserved in the Uppsala Universit y Library, Sweden (Leon-Portilla and
Aguilera 1986 ), illustrates several indigenous techniques used to collect birds
in the wetlands of Lake Texcoco . Canoes were employed with two people in
each canoe, one to paddle the other to throw a multi -pronged spear wit h the
help of a spear -thrower, atlatl (Linne 1937). Blowguns that shot clay pellets
and various kinds of bird nets were also used extensivel y and secured
enormous numbers of birds (Linne 1937, 1939, 1940, 1948 ab).
Since the grackles were collected a maxim um of 24-hour hours before the
sacrifice, it seems doubtful that they were collected in the Valley of Toluca.
To do so, the youths and small boys would have needed to cross a small
mountain range, the Sierra de Las Cruces (see Garcia-Palomo et al. 2008 for a
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description of this barrier ). It therefore seems more likel y that the children
collected the grackles somewhere in the Valley of Mexico , perhaps in or near
Tlatelolco. The other species of animals listed as sacrificed are also known
to have lived there.
The extraordinary detail in the Tlatelolco record suggests that it was
obtained from native consultants that possessed pictorial manuscripts and/or
first-hand experience with the events being recorded. Since Sahagun’s
research group collected this acc ount in Tlatelolco during the years 15611565, it is possible that some of the elders they consulted there had, in their
youth, been the children in the account (Sahagun 1561 -1565).
The account does not say if the grackles sacrificed were still alive
when they were thrown into the fire. Accounts of other Aztec fire
sacrifices mention humans as the sacrificial offerings and reveal that
they were cast alive into the fire. For example, Duran ([1581] 1964, pp.
94, 245), called the fire sacrifice “the most te rrible and horrendous
sacrifice that can be imagined . A great bonfire was made in a large
brazier dug in the ground…Into this great mass of embers men were
thrown alive. Before they expired, their hearts were torn out of their
bodies and offered to the go d.”
Tlatelolco was located on an island in Lake Texcoco, the largest body of
water in the Valley of Mexico. Emergent aquatic vegetation was abundant in
the area, and even grew extensivel y within the cit y itself. This vegetation,
which t ypicall y provides food, shelter and nest sites for marsh -dwelling
Icteridae (Orians 1980) is often mentioned in historical accounts of that
period. According to Duran ([1581] 1964), reeds and rushes lined the
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numerous canals of Tlatelolco (p. 159), grew around the island ( p.33) and
also alongside the causeways connecting the island to the mainland (p. 313).
Tenochtitlan, the capital of the Aztecs , was located on the same island as
Tlatelolco. In 1473, the people of Tlatelolco (hereafter called Tlatelolca ) lost
a civil war they fought against Tenochtitlan (Duran ([1581] 1964 , p. 159).
After the final battle, surviving Tlatelolca jumped into the canals of their cit y
and hid among the reeds to avoid being slain by the warriers of Tenochtitlan.
To avoid further bloodshed, t he leaders of Tlatelolco surrendered and a peace
was quickl y arranged . However, before the warriors of Tenochtitlan would
permit the Tlatelolca hiding in the reeds to come ashore, they humiliated
them by forcing them to imitate the vocalizations of slender -billed grackles
and other marsh -dwelling birds such as blackbirds, ducks and geese (Duran
[1581] 1990, p.150). This account mentions slender -billed grackles in a way
which suggests that the se birds were familiar and well -known inhabitants of
the area.
Did people of Aztec Mexico and Spanish Mexico ever hunt the slender billed grackle for food? Possibl y, but the texts of the General History
suggest that this medium -sized grackle was normall y not eaten: “They are not
good to eat” (Sahagun [1577] 1988, p. 710 ), “They are not eaten” (Sahagun
[1577] 1988, p. 711).

Geographic Distribution
There are published records of the slender-billed grackle from onl y two
valleys:
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(1) Valley of Mexico (2,220 meters above sea level).
- Tlatelolco (Lake Texcoco), 1502 -1520, GCL (Sahagun [1577] 1981, p.
159-164; 1988, pp. 171-173; This account is quoted in the previous
section of the present paper).
- Valley of Mexico, 1787 -1803, P (Navarro-Sigüenza et al. 2007).
- “Marshes and borders of the lakes round Mexico .” GC L (Swainson
1827) The term “Mexico” in this and the following record most likel y
means Mexico Cit y, (see Bullock 1824; Peterson 1998).
- “Marshes adjoining Mexico” GCP (Swainson 1838).

(2) Valley of Toluca (2,400 meters above sea level).
- Lerma, 1904, GCP (Dickerman 1965).
- San Mateo Atenco, 1910, GCP (Dickerman 1965).

Abbreviations: GCP = Grackle collected and preserved; G C L = Grackle
collected but lost (or destroyed ); P = Painting made from collected grackle.

In compiling the above list of records, I cited onl y those where a slender billed grackle was actuall y collected. The Tlatelolco record fulfills the
requirements for placement on this list because slender-billed grackles were
collected, held in the hand and identified before being cast into the fi re. This
record is thus analogous to that of Swainson (1828) where a specimen of
palustris was collected but then lost (Hellmayr 1937). While such records are
obviousl y not as useful as those where specimens are preserved for future
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reference, they are n evertheless superior to sight records where errors in
identification frequentl y occur (Phillips 1986, pp. xxiii -xxxii).

Doubtful Records

It is possible that Alfonso L. Herrera saw slender -billed grackles at
Xochimilco (Valley of Mexico) in the 1880’s. I have not included his rec ord
on the above list, however, because there are doubts about the species
identification. Herrera (1888) , with assistance from the highl y-respected
Fernando Ferrari Perez , originall y identified the birds seen in Xochimilco as
great-tailed grackles. In a later paper, however, Herrera (1890) changed the
identification to slender-billed grackles because “according to the Biologia
[Centrali-Americana] ” they were not mexicanus but palustris (Herrera 1990).
Since Herrera collected no grackles and appeared to have changed the
identification simpl y on the authorit y of the discredited Biologia Centrali Americana, it is uncertain whether the birds he saw at Xochimilco were
slender-billed grackles, great -tailed grackles or both species. In his second
paper, Herrera (1890) does not state whether he observed the diagnostic
characters of palustris in the Xochimilco grackles , and his own words suggest
that he himself doubted the revised identification. Twentieth century
investigators found mexicanus rather than palustris at Xochimilco (Dickerman
1965, Ruiz 1977, 1981, Ruiz and Escalante 1978), suggesting that mexicanus
could have been the grackle Herrera observed there .
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Slender-billed grackles and great-tailed grackles
There are at least three records of slender -billed grackles and great -tailed
grackles living in the same area during the same period of time. The first of
these is the record from Tlatelolco (1502-1520) that we have already
discussed (Sahagun [1577] 1981, p. 159 -164; 1988, pp. 171-173).
The second record is dated approximatel y three centuries later , near the
close of the Spanish Colonial Period . During the years 1787 -1803, the Royal
Botanical Expedition to New Spain found both slender-billed grackles and
great-tailed grackles living in the Valley of Mexico (Navarro-Sigüenza et al.
2007).
The third record comes from the twentieth century. In December 1910,
W.W. Brown collected specimens of both the slender -billed grackle and the
great-tailed grackle at San Mateo Atenco, Valle y of Toluca (MVZ-56999,
MCZ-57000). This third record is the best of all because it is documented
with preserved specimens collected onl y two days apart.

Evolution: Sister Lineage Divergencies
Of all its congeners, the slender-billed grackle is most closel y related to the
western clade of the great -tailed grackle (Powell et. al. 2008). This clade,
which corresponds to the subspecies nelsoni and graysoni, is found west of
the Sierra Madre Occidental , from Sinaloa northwards (Powell et. al. 2008)
and has, in the past century, colonized parts of Arizona, California and Baja
California (Wehtje 2003 ).
Individuals of palustris, nelsoni and graysoni are similar in body size
(Ridgway 1902), and are decidedl y smaller than mexicanus, the race of the
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eastern-clade of great-tailed grackles that was introduced into the V alley of
Mexico by Aztec Emperor Auitzotl (Haemig 1978; DaCosta et al. 2008 ;
Powell et al. 2008 ). Nevertheless, palustris is quite distinct geneticall y from
the western clade, and its divergence from the latter is estimated to have
occurred approximatel y 1.2 million years ago (Powell et al. 2008).

Status and Recommendations
It has been approximatel y a century since ornithologists last encountered the
slender-billed grackle. The lack of recent records has led many to conclude
that this species is now extinct (A.O.U. 1998, Peterson 1998; Powell et al.
2008). I recommend (1) that field guides illustrate the slender-billed grackle
and describe its diagnostic characters, and (2) that searches for this bird be
expanded to include non -marsh habitats and areas outside its known historical
range.

Zusammenfassung

Ökologie und Ethnobiologie der Schlankschnabelgrackel (Quiscalus palustris)

In einer Enzyklopädie aus der Renaissance, zusammengestellt von Fray Bernardino de
Sahagun und seinen einheimischen wissenschaftlichen Mitarbeitern der Königlichen Schule
von Santa Cruz in Tlatelolco, Mexiko, wurden neue Informationen über die
Schlankschnabelgrackel (Quiscalus palustris) gefunden, ein Vogel der ausstarb, bevor
moderne Feldstudien stattfinden konnten. Im Mexiko des 16. Jahrhunderts nistete diese
Grackel in Ufervegetation und in Städten. Es war ein häufiger Vogel der in Schwärmen
vorkam und als Maisschädling bekannt war. Obwohl normalerweise nicht von Menschen als
Nahrung genutzt, wurde die Schlankschnabelgrackel für ihre Federn und als Opfer für den
Feuergott der Azteken gejagt. Diese Art bewohnte sowohl das Mexikanische Becken als auch
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das Toluca Tal. Obwohl sie in Sumpfgebieten gefunden wurde, ist der Grad der Abhängigkeit
von diesem Habitat unbekannt. Edward Alphonso Goldman, der lebende
Schlankschnabelgrackel beobachtet hat, lehnte eine Einordnung der Art als
Sumpfgebietspezialist ab. Es gibt drei Beobachtungen von Schlankschnabelgrackeln und
Dohlengrackeln, die zeitgleich am selben Ort gesehen wurden. Der Autor schlägt vor, beim
Suchen nach dieser Grackel auch Nicht-Sumpfgebiete und Gebiete außerhalb der historisch
bekannten zu berücksichtigen.
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Appendix: Identification of grackle species
Before looking at grackle names, a few remarks need to be made abou t folk
taxonom y. Vernacular bird names, like birds themselves, vary geographicall y
and also change over time. It is therefore a mistake to assume that a bird
name used in one area will be used for the same species in another area, or
that a name used tod ay will correspond exactl y with the name of the same
bird species 400 years ago.
Ornithologists living in North America are accustomed to the AOU (1998)
designating a single official common name for each bird species. To such
people, it may come as a surprise, discomfort and even distress to learn that,
in some other cultures, more than one name may be used for the same species
of bird. Rea (2007) calls these alternate names folk synonyms and gives many
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examples from his fieldwork among the northe rn Pima, a Uto-Aztecan
speaking group in Arizona.
Over-differentiated names also occur, where, for example, males and
females, different age groups or populations nesting in different habitats may
be given separate names (Rea 2007). Under -differentiated names also occur
where one or more species are lumped together like a genus. Because one of
the purposes of the General History was to collect and preserve Aztec
vocabulary (Sahagun [1577] 1982, Edmonson 1974), it is no surprise that the
Florentine Codex includes folk synonyms as well as over and under differentiated names. Fortunatel y for us, the descriptions in the Aztec and
Spanish texts of the Florentine Codex are detailed enough to permit us to
determine which grackle species correspond to which names.
In the Spanish text of the Florentine Codex , two species of grackles are
mentioned: tzánatl and teotzánatl (Sahagun [1577] 1988, pp. 710-711). We
know that these two birds are grackles, rather than other Icterids such as
blackbirds, because Sahagun says that the resplendent quetzal (Pharomachrus
moccinno) has a tail “of the form and composition of the birds called tzánatl
or teotzánatl that nest in the towns” (Sahagun [1577] 1988, p. 690). He
further describes the tail of the teotzánatl as being “long and sculptured”
(Sahagun [1577] 1988, p. 710) and “streaked” i.e. elongated (Sahagun [1577]
1963, p. 50).
The above description of the quetzal’s tail may at first seem odd to us,
because we tend to focus on the spectacular tail-streamers that are such a
distinctive feature of this species. However, the General History is not
referring to these long feathers, nor even the other green feathers . It is
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referring instead to the quetzal’s black tail feathers , which resemble the
grackles’ tail feathers in that they are elongated (Table 1) and black: “The
tail of this one [the quetzal] is black, dar k…The tail feathers are streaked ”
(Sahagun [1577] 1963, p. 19) .
Why would the Aztec focus on the black tail feathers instead of the green
feathers that cover them and hi de most of the black from view? Perhaps the
answer is that the Aztecs regularl y plucked the green feathers of captive
quetzals (Diaz del Castillo [1570] 1956). This plucking was probabl y still
being done when Sahagun’s research group collected data for the General
History, for we are told that the Aztecs at that time still did featherwork with
quetzal plumes (Sahagun [1577] 1959, p. 92). Consequentl y, on the quetzals
plucked for feathers, more of the black tail feathers and less of the green
feathers may hav e been visible . One can also imagine that the quetzal’s long
green tail -streamers were less frequentl y seen at their full -length, since they
were plucked.
The tzánatl is described as being the same size as the resplendent q uetzal
(Pharomachrus mocinno ) (Sahagun [1577] 1963, p. 19), while the teotzánatl
is the size of the plain c hachalaca (Ortalis vetula) (Sahagun [1577] 1963, p.
53). See Tables 1 and 2.
The fact that the tzánatl is significantl y smaller than the teotzánatl means
that these two grackles are either different species or different sexes of the
same species. With regards to the latter idea, one finds in some parts of
Mesoamerica today that male and female great -tailed grackles are called
different names. For example, in Guatemala male great -tailed grackles are
called “clarineros” and females “sanates” (Skutch 1954), while in Campeche,
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the male is called “zocao” and the female “cahuix” (Santamaria 1992). The
Aztec text of the Florentine Codex specificall y says that the teotzánatl is the
male, but includes a description of the female with it: “The very black one,
very curved of bill, glistening, is the cockerel and is called teotzánatl. The
one that is not very black, b ut a little soot y, is the hen” (Sahagun [1577]
1963, p. 50).
I conclude that the tzánatl of the General History is not the female of the
teotzánatl because the colors and morphology described for these two birds
are different. The tzánatl is “black,” while the female of the teotzánatl is
“not very black, but a little soot y” (Sahagun [1577] 1963, p. 50). In addition,
as mentioned above, the tzánatl, like the teotzánatl, is said to have an
elongated tail.

Female g rackles do not possess the long tails of male

grackles (Ridgway 1902), so it is hard to imagine how the female by it self
could fit the description of the Tzánatl.
One other clue is provided by the Florentine Codex: The bill of the
teotzánatl is described as being more curved than that of the tzánatl (Sahagun
[1577] 1963, p. 50).
Martin del Campo (1940) identified the tzánatl as Quiscalus palustris , and
the teotzánatl as Quiscalus mexicanus. I agree with Martin del Campo’s
identifications of these two species. To me, the identification of the
teotzánatl as Quiscalus mexicanus seems indisputable, since an extensive
description of the teotzánatl is given in the Florentine Codex which matches
mexicanus in every way including color, size (see Tables 1 and 2), elongated
tail, more curved bill and habits (Sahagun [1577] 1963, p. 50). In addition,
this bird is said to have be en introduced from Cuextlan and Totonacapan, and
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the same race of mexicanus that occurs there today ( Q. m. mexicanus ) is also
found in the Valley of Mexico (Haemig 1978).
The identification of the tzánatl as Q. palustris also seems right to me. As
mentioned above, the tzánatl was said to be the same size as a resplendant
quetzal. The tzánatl was thus too large to be one of the other blackbirds of
the Valley of Mexico , yet too small to be a great -tailed grackle (Table 1). Its
elongated tail, less -curved bill and well -textured black color of males
confirms its identification as Quiscalus palustris.
Christensen (2000) claims that the tzánatl of the Florentine Codex could be
Brewer’s blackbird (Euphagus cyanocephalus ). However the latter species is
too small (Table 1), lacks an elongated tail and did not breed in the pueblos
of New Spain as the tzánatl was said to do” (Sahagun [1577] 1988, p. 690).
Christensen has also argued that the word tzánatl may have been used by
the Aztecs as a generic term for “bl ackbirds” in general. However, as can
been seen in Table 1, the other “blackbirds” do not have elongated tails and
are too small to fit the description of the tzánatl, except for the Giant
Cowbird (Scaphidura oryzivora ) and Wagler’s Oropendola (Psarocolius
wagleri) whose length measurements come close to the Resplendent Quetzal.
However, these latter two icterids, like all the other “blackbirds” of the
region (Table 1), lack the elongated tail of the tzánatl and teotzánatl, which
both grackle species possess (Table 1).
In the Aztec Text of the Florentine Codex , a third grackle name is used:
acatzánatl, which translated means “reed g rackle.” The acatzánatl is
reported to dwell and hatch among the reeds (Sahagun [1577] 1963, p. 50). It
is dimorphic: “Some are quite black, some onl y smoky” (Sahagun [1577]
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1963, p. 50), suggesting that this name could not refer to onl y females or onl y
males.
The Spanish text of the Florentine Codex substitutes the name tzánatl for
acatzánatl, explaining that the latter are “other forms of these birds called
tzánatl (Sahagun [1577] 1988, p. 711) .” Thus, acatzánatl is either a name for
other plumages of the slender-billed grackle (e.g. immature males, juveniles,
females), or a name that overdifferentiates the species on another basis such
as habitat. For example, acatzánatl could be used to differentiate marshnesting from town -nesting slender-billed grackles, or to separate the shortertailed plumages of the species from the longer -tailed adult males.
Still another possibilit y is that acatzánatl and tzánatl are folk synonyms.
Before the reign of Auitzotl, the slender -bill may have been called onl y
tzánatl. After the great-tailed grackle was introduced into the Valley of
Mexico by Auitzotl (Haemig 1978), the name acatzánatl may have been
coined to distinguish the slender-bill from its congener. However, some
people may have continued to call the slender -billed grackle tzánatl because
of tradition.
Christensen (2000) claims that the acatzánatl could be the red -winged
blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus ). I do not agree that the acatzánatl of the
Florentine Codex could be the red-winged blackbi rd for the following
reasons: First, the physical description does not fit. For example, there is no
mention of red on the wings in the desc ription of the acatzánatl. Instead, the
plumage description simpl y reads, “some are quite black, some onl y smoky;”
(Sahagun [1577] 1963, p. 50). Second, another bird listed in the Florentine
Codex, the coyoltototl (bell bird), seems to fit more closel y t he physical
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descriptions of both the red -winged blackbird and the yellow -headed
blackbird (Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus ) than does the acatzánatl (This
lumping is understandable since the yellow -headed blackbird did not nest in
New Spain, but wintered the re with locally nesting red -wings). Rea (2007)
reports that many northern Pimas similarly lump red -winged blackbird s,
yellow-headed blackbird s and other small blackbirds under the same folk
taxon. Third, the description of the song of the coyoltototl: “like a cascabel”
matches the red-winged blackbird (Sahagun [1577] 1963, p. 50, Sahagu n
[1577] 1988, p. 711).
It also does not seem likel y that the acatzánatl could be Brewer’s blackbird
because the acatzánatl nested in New Spain (Sahagun [1577] 1963, p. 50).
Brewer’s blackbird has not been reported to breed south of Baja California, so
it was not known to nest in the region covered by the General History (i.e.
New Spain).
A Spanish colonial name for grackle was urraca ( (Sahagun [1577] 1988,
pp. 710-711, Barcena 1872 ). This name may have been applied to both
species of grackles during the 16 t h century. However, since we know that the
great-tailed grackle was not present in the Valley of Mexico until introduced
there by Auitzotl during the years 1486 to 150 2 (Haemig 1978), I have made
the following assumption: In Spanish language translations of indigenous
histories of the marshlands of the Valley of Mexico before the reign of
Auitzotl, any urracas mentioned are slender-billed grackles (e.g. Duran
[1581] 1990, p.150).
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Table 1 Black-colored Icteridae from the area formerl y known as New Spain.
Measurements of males (in millimeters) are from skins with means in
parentheses. One non-Icterid, the resplendent quetzal, is also listed and
highlighted for compari son (data from Ridgway 1911). According to the
Florentine Codex, the resplendent quetzal was the same size as the tzánatl,
and had a tail of the “form and composition” of the tzánatl and teotzánatl. As
can be seen, the Icterids whose body lengths are mos t similar to the
resplendent quetzal are the slender -billed grackle, giant cowbird and Wagler’s
oropendola. The Icterids with the most elongated tails (T/ L) are the two
grackle species. I conclude that the slender -billed grackle is the tzánatl. See
Appendix for additional proofs. Data from Ridgway (1902).
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SP EC I E S
B ro wn - h ead ed

Mo lo th ru s a te r

Co wb ird
B ro nz ed Co wb ir d

Red - wi n g ed

Mo lo th ru s a en u s

Ag ela iu s p h o en i ceu s

B lac kb ir d

L EN G T H ( L)

TA I L (T )

T/ L

1 5 2 .4 -1 8 0 .3

6 1 .7 -7 2 .9

0 .4 2 1

(1 6 3 .6 )

(6 8 .8 )

1 9 6 .8 -2 2 3 .5

7 5 .7 -8 2 .3

(2 0 6 .5 )

(7 9 .2 )

2 1 3 .4 -2 3 7 .5

9 0 .9 -1 0 5 .4

(2 2 1 .2 )

(9 4 .7 )

Yel lo w- h e ad ed

Xa n th o cep h a lu s

2 1 8 .4 -2 5 6 .5

9 3 -1 0 8 .5

B lac kb ird

xa n th o cep h a lu s

(2 4 2 .3 )

(1 0 2 .6 )

B re wer ’s

Eu p h a g u s

2 1 3 .4 -2 4 7 .7

9 1 .9 -1 0 7 .2

B lac kb ird

cya n o cep h a lu s

(2 2 8 .6 )

(9 8 .8 )

Melo d io u s

Div es d iv es

2 6 4 .2 -2 8 1 .9

1 1 4 .3 -1 2 7

(2 7 1 .8 )

(1 1 9 .1 )

S ca p h id u ra

3 3 0 .2 -3 5 5 .6

1 3 3 .4 -1 5 1 .6

o ry zi vo ra

(3 4 3 .4 )

(1 4 5 .8 )

Qu i sca lu s p a lu st r is

3 3 0 .2 -3 6 8 .3

1 7 7 .8 -1 8 9 .2

[3 4 9 .3 ]

(1 8 3 .4 )

3 5 5 - 3 9 0 (3 7 1 )

1 9 7 - 2 1 7 .5

B lac kb ird
Gia n t Co wb ir d

Sle n d er -b i ll ed
Grac k le
Re sp le nd en t

Pha ro m a ch ru s

Q uet za l

m o cinno

Grea t -t ai led

Qu i sca lu s me xi ca n u s

Grac k le

0 .3 8 4

0 .4 2 8

0 .4 2 3

0 .4 3 2

0 .4 3 8

0 .4 2 5

0 .5 2 5

0 .5 5 3

(2 0 5 .3 )
3 9 3 .7 -4 5 7 .2

1 9 5 .6 -2 3 5

(4 2 2 .4 )

(2 1 7 .2 )

Yel lo w- b il led

Amb l yce rcu s

2 0 0 .7 -2 6 4 .2

9 1 .4 -1 1 4 .3

Ca ciq ue

h o lo s er iceu s

(2 2 5 )

(1 0 0 .3 )

Me xi ca n Ca ciq ue

Ca c icu s

2 7 4 .3 -3 2 3 .9

1 2 6 .5 -1 3 7 .2

mela n ic te ru s

(2 9 3 .9 )

(1 3 1 .3 )

W ag ler ’s

Psa ro co liu s

3 3 0 .2 -3 6 8 .3

1 2 4 .5 -1 3 2 .6

Oro p e nd o l a

wa g l e ri

(3 4 4 .4 )

(1 2 7 .3 )

Mo n te z u ma

Psa ro co liu s

4 5 0 .9 -5 2 0 .7

1 8 5 .9 -2 0 5 .2

Oro p e nd o l a

mo n te zu ma

(4 9 1 )

( 1 9 7 .4 )

0 .5 1 4

0 .4 4 6

0 .4 4 7

0 .3 7 0

0 .4 0 2
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Table 2

Wing and tail measurements (in millimeters) with means in

parentheses for male plain chachalacas ( Ortalis vetula vetula ) and male
grackles (Quiscalus mexicanus and Q. palustris ). According to the Florentine
Codex, the chachalaca was the same size as the teotzánatl. As can be seen,
the great-tailed grackle ( Quiscalus mexicanus ) has size dimensions similar to
the chachalaca, while the slender -billed grackle (Quiscalus palustris ) is too
small. (Data are from Ridgway (1902) and Ridgw ay and Friedmann (1946).
Total body length measurements are not compared because Ridgway and
Friedmann do not give them.
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SP EC I E S

WI N G L E N G TH

TA I L

Or ta l i s ve tu la ve tu la

1 7 7 -2 0 2 (1 9 2 .8 )

1 9 7 -2 2 5 (2 1 4 .3 )

Qu i sca lu s me xi ca n u s

1 8 4 .2 -1 9 8 .9 (1 8 9 .2 )

1 9 5 .6 -2 3 5 (2 1 7 .2 )

Qu i sca lu s p a lu st r is

1 6 9 .7 -1 7 0 .2 (1 6 9 .9 )

1 7 7 .8 -1 8 9 .2 (1 8 3 .4 )

